
WASHER TOSS/ BEAN BAG TOSS
GAME CONTENTS

(2) DOUBLE SIDED GAME BOARDS 
          ONE SIDE IS HARD TOP FOR BEAN BAGS (ORANGE/BLACK SIDE)
          ONE SIDE IS SOFT SIDE FOR WASHERS (BLUE/BLACK SIDE)
(4) SHORT LEGS FOR THE BOTTOM OF THE BOARD
(4) LONG LEGS FOR THE TOP OF THE BOARD
(3) WASHERS RED
(3)(3) WASHERS BLUE
(1) CARRY BAG

Please note that this is a special game board with each side designed to 
accommodate the specific game. The Blue/black side is soft sided for play with 
the washers. The black/orange side is hard wood for play with the bean bags. 
Do not use the washers on the black/orange side of the board as this will cause 
damage to the playing surface. 

ASSEMBLY
Easy quick set up! Insert the two long legs in the 
holes on the upper side of the board and the two 
short legs on the bottom holes. Flip the game 
board over so the legs are standing on the 
ground. 

SET UP
Place the boards 15 feet apart on a flat, wide- open space with no 
obstructions.  The washers are made of metal and can damage objects or 
people who are impeding or surrounding the playing area. Be sure your game 
is set up with plenty of free space surrounding the area. The board placement 
can be adjusted for player type or quickness of game play.

15 FT



WASHER TOSS/ BEAN BAG TOSS
HOW TO PLAY
Play can commence with 2 or 4 players with teams divided into blue team and 
orange team.
If playing with 4 players, your partner will be throwing directly across from you. In 
a 2 player game you will start throwing from one side, walk to the other board, 
and shoot back at your starting board from the opposite side. Please see 
illustration for reference.
TTo start the game you can either toss a bean/bag washer and the one to get it in 
the hole with most points or closest to the board starts. You can also flip a coin, or 
have the youngest player start the game. It’s your house, your rules!
Players from each team will take turns alternating throws.
Both feet must be behind the edge of the board while throwing
When all bags and washers have been thrown, score will be added and the team 
with the most points in that single round will throw first on the next round.
TThe object of the game is to get to 21 first.

SCORING
Points are scored when the washers or beanbags land in the hole. Hole points are 
assigned on the board for reference. 
   One point for the top hole (larger hole)
   Three points for the middle hole (medium hole)
   Five points for the bottom hole (smallest hole)
A bag or washer that lands on the board or outside the board scores 0 points. It 
must land in the hole to be scored.
Each tEach team’s points cancel each other out so that only one team can score per 
round. The first team to reach 21 by 2 points wins the game. You must win by 2 
points, otherwise game goes into overtime.

CARE
Please don’t leave your game outside. It is not waterproof and if it gets wet be 
sure to dry it completely before placing in storage bag. Do not stand on the 
boards as they will not hold amount of weight outside simple tosses from bags or 
washers. 
If items are missing and fell out of the box (this happens) or anything is damaged 
in shipping (shipping companies are rough on packages),no need to get upset 
and start writing bad things, just send us a quick email and we will get you taken 
care of ASAP

rallyroargames@gmail.com


